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Statistical mechanics of attractor neural networks and
self-consistent signal-to-noise analysis:

analog neural networks with nonmonotonic transfer functions
and enhancement of the storage capacity

Department of Applied Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Masatoshi Shiino

Department of Electronics, Tokai University

Tomoki Fukai

The self-consistent signal-ta-noise analysis (SCSNA) we have recently deveoped is a systematic

method to deal with the equilibrium properties of analog neural networks of associative memory

with a general type of transfer functi.ons. The methOd is based on a self-consistent treatment of

the local fields of neurons to extract the self-interaction part and gaussian noise by means of a

renormalization procedure. Applying the SCSNA to analog networks with nonmonotonic transfer

functions in which the updating rule is given by continuous time dynamics and the synaptic

couplings are formed by the Hebb learning rule with unbiased random patterns, we have found the

networks to exhibit remarkable properties leading to an improvement of network performances

under the local learning rule ~ enhancement of the storage capaci ty and occurrence of errorless

memory retrieval with an extensive number of memory patterns. The latter is due to the vanishing

of noise in the local fields of neurons which is caused by the functioning of the self-interaction part

of the local field in combination with sufficiently steep negative slopes in the transfer functions.

1. Introduction

Neural networks are nonlinear dynamical systems of interconnected neurons, which perform

various types of parallel information processing such as learning, memory retrieval, pattern

classification, thinking, and so on. All of those functions of neural systems should be based on

some cooperative behaviors exhibited by a large number of neurons. Associative recall of memory

is one of the typical cooperative phenomena of nonlinear systems, such that certain attractors called

retrieval states are formed by a network which stores memory patterns in the synaptic connections

by means of a certain learning rule and memory retrieval is represented by the dynamics settling
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into the retrieval state close to a given initial pattern. The dynamics governing the time evolution

of a network can be stochastic or deterministic, depending on whether a network is subject to

noise or not.

In the case of stochastic dynamics, attractors of a network can emerge giving birth to the so

called ergodic components only when the number of neurons N goes to infinity (thermodynamic

limit). Then an appearance of the erg<;>dic components is called the phase transition. When a

stochastic network system satisfies the condition of detailed balance with symmetric interactions

between neurons as in the case of the Glauber dynamics with the usual Hebb learning rule

(Hopfield model), one can employ statistical mechanical approach to study the properties of the

ergodic components corresponding to the retrieval states, owing to the existence of an energy

function. In fact, Amit et. al.[l] have succeeded in analyzing the dependence of the storage

capacity (Le. upper bound of the number of stored memory patterns per neuron) on the stochastic

noise or temperature for the Hopfield model of the Ising spin (binary neuron) neural nerworks

within the framework of equilibrium phase transitions in the spin glass theory[2].

The availability of the statistical mechanical theory is not restricted to the case of the Ising spin

networks but applies to a certain class of deterministic analog neural networks[3], which are

characterized by the transfer functions representing input-output relations of graded-response

neurons. A neural network with a monotonically increasing transfer function updated by

continuous-time dynamics has an energy function in the case of symmetric synaptic interactions.

The existence of an energy function allows one to analyze the storage capacity of the network

using the replica symmetric theory in spin glasses[4,5]. An analog network with a hyperbolic

tangent transfer function, which exhibits roughly the same size of storage capacity[4] as obtained

by Amit et.al.[l] , has been found to be closely related with the Ising spin networks with the only

difference being the presence of the Onsager reaction term [6]in the TAP equation of the latter

networks [4,7,8,9].

When, on the other hand, a network has a transfer function which is not monotonically

increasing or has asymmetric synaptic connections, it has no longer an energy function and defies

use of statistical mechanical approach to investigating the network properties even when it works

as an associative memory. Nonmonotonic transfer functions may appear when one considers

effective transfer functions that describe overall input-output relations of possible local clusters of

neurons serving as a functional unit in the information processing of phisiological nervous

systems.

We have developed a systematic method of analyzing the storage capacity of analog networks

with a general type of transfer functions to cope with the difficulty of studying networks without

energy functions[lO]. The new method of the self-consistent signal -to -noise analysis (SCSNA)

has its basis in the self-consistent splitting of the local fields of neurons into signal and noise parts
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by means of a renormalization procedure and yields a set of order-parameter equations describing

the retrieval states of the network[10,11]. An essential feature of the SCSNA is the extraction of

the effective self interaction part leading to an output proportional term in the local fields. It is noted

that if applied to the case of monotonic transfer functions, the SCSNA gives the same result as

obtained by replica calculations[4].

Applying the SCSNA to continuous time analog neural networks with a certain type of

nonmonotonic transfer functions[II,12,13,14,15], we have found, in addition to an appreciable

enhancement of the storage capacity relative to the commonly known value 0.138, quite interesting

and remarkable phenomena to occur due to the presence of output proportional term in the local

fields. Nonmonotonic transfer functions can exhibit an onset of errorless memory retrieval under

the local learning rule of the Hebb type as a result of a phase transition with respect to the width of

the local field distribution. It has been so far believed that networks which store an extensive

number of patterns through the local learning rule can not be free from a finite fraction of errors in

its retrieval states, which increase as storage ratio is increased [1].

2. Self-consistent signal-to-noise analysis of analog neural networks

The dynamics of the network of N analog neurons with a transfer function F is assumed to be

given by

(3)

(2)

(1)i =l. ..N ,
N

~.= -u' + " J. F (u·)dt 1 . 1 .L IJ J'
J=1

with Ui representing membrane potential of neuron i and Jij synaptic connection from neuron j to i

with the Hebb learning rule
p

J.. =.L " ~~I-t) ~~I-t) ( I' ..oj' ) J - °IJ N L ':ll ':lJ ... , ii -
!-t=1

{
(I-t)' .

where Si J (I-t = l. ..p , 1 = l. ..N ) denote p sets ofuncorrelated random patterns.

Assuming the existence of equilibrium solutions to (1), we are concerned with solving a set of

equations Xi =F ( L Jij Xj ) • i = l. ..N , for output of neurons (Xi. F ( Uj » to obtain the retrieval
j ~

solution having a significant overlap with a particular pattern, say pattern 1, of the form

m(l)= 0(1) •m{JA.)= 0(1Il'N) for f.t~2.

Here m(l-t) denote the order-parameter overlaps

m(l-t) =.L L sjl-t)F ( Uj) , f.t = 1.. 'p
N.

J
We define another type of overlaps t!) , the tolerance overlaps, measuring the degree of the

pattern retrieval more appropriately than the order-parameter overlaps in the case of transfer

functions which differ much from the sigmoidal ones (11):
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g(IL) = ~ ~ ~~IL) sgn ui . (4)
I

A perfect recall of memory of pattern 1 should be specified by the condition that sgn Uj = ~i(l) for

every i, implying g(l) =1.

The SCSNA extracts pure noise part in the local field hi of neuron i , which is written as

h· !Ii " J··x· - 'i:~l) m(1)+ 'i:~!L) m(IL)+ " 'i:~v) m(v) - a x' 11 ;II! 1 (5)I L IJ J - ':>1 ':>1 L 51 I' r'

j V - IJ.,l

, by means of a renonnalization procedure involving the self-consiste~t decomposition [10,11]

L ~fV)'m(V) =ZiIL + YXi, ~ ~ 2 , (6)

v - IL.l
where we have given ~-term special treatment for a technical reason and z';IL represents pure noise.

It is noted that the so-called conventional treatment implies Y= a, giving rise to 0 mean of the naive

noise " " h~v) 'i:~v\.
LLWISJ J'
v~2 j-i

The result of the renomalization procedure which computes m(IL) based on (5) to substitute into

(6) is that y is given as y =_U_ , and the noise ZiIL is almost independent of ~t and i, obeying an
1- U

identical gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 0 2. Here'U and a are given by

u =« dXi »and 0
2 = .U 21Ixi2\\ with Xi representing the renormalized output and (( )) denoting

dqll (l - U) \ \ II .
average over ~F) and gaussian noise ZiIL' These two equations together with the one for m

constitute the SCSNA order-parameter equations which self-consistently determine m, U, and 0 2

to describe the retrieval states. With setting a2 =a r and z =z/0 they read [10,11]'

m =)' ex> dlJ-exp (_ ~) Y(z), (1 _U)\ =). ex> dlJ-exp (_ r) y (Z)2, U-IU =.1' ex> ell 1exp (_ t) zy(z), (7)
-00 fiit 2 -<» flit 2 too fiit 2

in the case of an odd transfer function, where the renonnalized output Y(z) is given by solving the

equation Y(z) =F (m +~ z + rY(z» with r =y - a =a ufo -U). We refer to the term ry in

the local field as the output proportional term. The appearance of the term in the local field is

characteristic of the deterministic analog neural networks, where the TAP equation (1) is , by

definition, free of the so-called Onsager reaction field (ORF) which appears in the TAP equation of

the stochastic Ising spin neural networks. Note that the Ising spin network with inverse

temperature f3 differs from the analog network with the transfer function tanh f3u only by the

presence of the ORF-term in the corresponding TAP equation, the equilibrium version of which

reads[6]
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(8)

with Sj representing thermal average of spin i . Applying the SCSNA to (8) , one can easily

recover the well known result of the AGS theory [1] which is obtained by setting r = 0 in (7) [11].

This is because the above mentioned IT term is canceled out by the ORF and hence no output

proportional term ensues in the local fields of the Ising spin neurons.

The storage capacity of the analog network with analog gain ~ is a little larger than that of the

corresponding Ising spin network with the same ~ as shown in Fig.l due to the IT term. Another

effect of the term is to make the local field distributions of analog networks non gaussian

[11,12,13,15].

3. Enhancement of the storage capacity and errorless memory retrieval in

networks of nonmonotonic neurons

We apply the SCSNA to investig~te the retrieval properties of networks with nonmonotonic

transfer functions. One of a typical type of nonmonotonic transfer functions is shown in Fig.2,

which is obtained by cutting off the output activity for large lui of a two-state neuron (F = sgn u ):

F(u) =sgn u (luk81), ::-=-!-<u - 8zsgn u) (81<luk8z), 0 (lul>8z)
. 82-81

(9)

The retrieval state will be given by the solution of (7) with m ~ 0 which makes the

corresponding fixed point of the dynamics (1) stable. We show in Fig.3 the dependence of the

order-parameter overlap m satisfying g f'::j 1 on the storage ratio a (thick line) which was obtained

by numerically solving (7) for 81=8z= 8 =0.8. It is noted that the standard type of retrieval

solution with r ¢ 0, it) general, is allowed to exist only for a certain interval of a unlike the

common case of the Hopfield model with sigmoidal transfer functions. Its upper and lower

bounds are denoted by ~ and ao respectively.

When the obtained retrieval solutions tum out stable attractors of (1) for a upto a =~ , the

a c coincides with the storage capacity of the network. However, the results of numerical

simulations with N =200 - 800 for various values of a , which are also displayed in Fig.3 , show

that whereas the result of the SCSNA is seen to be valid in the case of successful retrieval, the

theoretically obtained retrieval solutions with a ranging from ~ down to a certain value uc, ~0.42
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in this case, lose their stability. The occurrence of instability includes that of oscillatory

instability, since the present network has no Lyapunov function. The storage capacity a c given by

the upper bound of a of the stability limit turns out, in general, to be lower than ~ (ac s ~ y.

Figure 4 displays the phase diagram on the 8 - a pla.pe showing the dependence of a c, ~ , and ao

on 8 in the case of 81=82= 8 [11]. Enhancement of the storage capacity relative to the commonly

known value R:l0.14 of the Hopfield model with sigmoidal transfer functions is seen to occur as 8

is decreased from 8 = 00 •

We present in Fig. 5 the time course of the tolerance overlap g in the retrieval process obtained

by numerical simulations with N = 500 for 8 = 0.3 and a = 0.3 (a <ao ). It can be seen that the

network with the given parameters, if started with an initial condition ensuring an appropriately

large overlap, settles into the retrieval state specified with g = 1 after some time. This implies that

the present system with a <ao works properly as an associative memory.

The lower bound ao in Figs.3 and 4 comes into existence in such a way that with the storage

ratio a approaching ao from above, r tends to 0, and below ao no standard type of retrieval

solution can exist. Note that if = ar represents variance of the noise in the local fields.

When we note that r -+0+ implies 101-+00 and hence r -+- a, it turns out that m -+ 8 + a /2

follows from the order parameter equations (7). The straight line m = e+ a /2 drawn (thin line)

in Fig.3 shows that the curve representing the standard type of retrieval solution m of (7) just

disappears with r -+0+ upon crossing it at a = ao , and that mea) of successful retrieval with

a s ao satisfies the relation m = 8 + a /2 . This implies that when a s ao , the vanishing of noise

in the local field of neurons occurs with r = 0+ and r = - a . Then we may say that the

phenomenon is a result of condensation of the naive noise in the local fields ( naive noise

-+ - a Xi ) [11,12]. Since one can easily see that g = 1 holds exactly when r = 0+, the retrieval

state with a s ao turns out to ensure memory retrieval without errors. We here note that even if

82~81 , the retrieval state with r = 0+ can occur for 82-81s a sao, as long as 82-8 1 is small.

This is because the renormalized output function Y(z) used in (7) for 8 1=8 2= 8 still remains valid

within the framework of the SCSNA.in the case where (82+81) /2 = 8 , as long as 82-81 sin

[11] . When a < 82-81, the errorless retrieval state is destroyed and a retrieval state with r ~ 0

occurs. The details will be studied elsewhere [14,15].

Finally we remark that the enhancement of the storage capacity together with the onset of the r=

0+ state, which leads to an improvement of network performances of associative memory are

generic [11,12,13,14,15,16,17] and occur for nonmonotonic transfer functions with sufficiently

steep negative slopes.
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Fig.l Phase diagram displaying the storage capacities
o.c for the analog neural networks with the transfer function
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with inverse temperature ~ (dashed line) [4].
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Fig.S Time course of the retrieval process in terms
of g. The equilibrium retrieval state is in the r =0+ phase
with 8 =0.3. a =0.3 (N = 500).
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